Advantages of dental implants to solve the oral
health issue
If You may have recently lost a tooth, or even been without your tooth for several years.
You know that the most recommendable thing is to replace the missing tooth but,
nevertheless, postpone your treatment in time. So it is better to choose Best Teeth
Replacement clinic for dental implant.

Although it seems to you that it is never a good time to start with the treatment that
returns the lost tooth to your smile, the truth is that postponing the decision plays against
your oral health.
This is mainly due to the fact that the more time you spending without all your teeth, the
more likely you are to develop problems that compromise the whole of your mouth.
The lack of teeth causes an obvious problem that you may have already noticed:
difficulty eating.
But, in addition, it causes displacements of the rest of teeth to the empty spaces; an
aesthetic deterioration; wear and tear of the teeth that have to support the load of missing
teeth...
And, if that were not enough, in the long run, these absences cause the loss of maxillary
bone.
All these complications caused by not initiate timely treatment result when you finally
decide to do; you find that your treatment is more lengthy, complex and costly than it
would have been at first.
IF I lack teeth and I need to replace them, what alternatives do I have?

Though the most optional option to put back lost teeth is always the post of a dental insert
with a crown, present are also additional alternative.

These possibilities contemplate, fundamentally, the placement of a bridge or a removable
prosthesis (traditional false teeth).
Advantages of dental implants
If we compare carefully the treatment with Permanent Teeth Replacement that perform
in clinic with the bridges or the removable dentures, doctor will realize that the former
have greater advantages:
They are permanent and durable
 One of the main reasons why the vast majority of people choose Replace Teeth
With Implants is because they are a fixed solution to the loss of teeth.
 That is, once placed, require the same care as natural teeth, do not interfere with
daily routine and do not require to be removed to sleep, such as dentures.
They are very natural
 The naturalness offered by Missing Tooth Implant entails, in turn, two
advantages.
 On the one hand, the crowns that are placed on the implant are very esthetic and
allow obtaining infinity of tones, reason why they resemble the color of the natural
teeth. In this method, they do not be different from the relax of the dental piece in
the mouth.
 On the additional give, the Full Teeth Replacement let the enduring to have the
similar feelings when chew, chatting or happy that he had with his usual teeth.
 This, for example, does not occur with the classic removable prostheses.
They are safe

Replace Missing Tooth placement is a minor surgery, which has a good postoperative
period. In fact, 85% of patients who undergo this intervention can go to work the next
day. In addition, it is estimated that, today, 98% of dental implants are inserted
successfully.

